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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The recent trend and philosophy in the administration of edu-
cation has shifted from, the evils of coercive rule to socialized
democracy. A unique way to inculcate many of the desirable aims
and objectives of learning is through a well balanced program of
intramural athletics. Intremurals pertain to those activities
which are conducted within the confines of a particular college or
school.
Programs of intramurals must be controlled and have a curricu-
lum that will contribute to the democratic principles of education.
Following are a few of these principles as reported by the Commit-
y
tee on Curriculum Research. Programs which possess and meet
these inherent qualities will contribute to complete education.
1. Activity must meet the physical and organic needs of the
student.
2. Activities must meet the social and citizenship needs.
3. Activities must meet the psychological needs.
4. Activities must meet the safety skills.
1. Report of the Committee on Curriculum Research, Research Quar-
terly, (American Physical Education Association, 7ol. IV, No. 1,
1933 J , p. 146
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5, Activities must consider recreational or hobby skills.
'
Problem
Statement of problon.- The author wishes to discover the
status of the women’s intramural programs concerning the (1) admin-
istration; (2) point system; (3) intercollegiate activities in re-
lation to the intramural activities; and (4) the health examina-
tion. This concerns colleges enrolling 1,000 women students or
less.
Purpose of the ’study .- The purpose of this study is to analyze
explain, and interpret adequately the common policies and practices
that exist among women’s intramurals in the smaller college. The
study is concerned with the following:
1. The administration and planning of the activity program
which should include individual, dual, group and team sports.
2. Some style of point system may be devised; therefore, one
section of this study is to discover exactly in what ways colleges
conform to uniform procedures in their point systems.
3. The control of and planning of an intercollegiate program,
and explaining the need for correlating the intramural and inter-
collegiate programs, with the guidance of a well trained faculty
member with the support of the physical education department. Are
we alert to the needs and interests of the highly skilled students?
*
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4* One of the primary objectives of education is the hearth,
of our students. One should be submitted to a thorough physical
examination before participating in athletics. The results of
this survey may show that we have not reached perfection in establi-
shing this objective.
5. Another purpose is to discover whether colleges are can-
plying with the well planned standards for women’s intramurals, as
y
publicized by the National Section of Women’s Athletics. Quota-
tions will be presented from a few of the professional educators in
the field surveyed.
Only through an analysis of the present situation may a basis
be deteimined concerning the common policies and practices that
exist in intramural programs. The present study may acquaint col-
lege administrators and faculty members with the values of a sound
athletic program; acquaint them with a suitable program, and assist
deans and athletic directors of new institutions in evaluating an
adequate program. It may assist committees to develop evaluative
criteria for appraisal of college athletic programs for women.
Also, many of the plans discussed can be used equally well in many
high schools.
2. National Section of Women’s Athletics, "Standards in Athletics
for Girl’s and Women", Research Quarterly, (American Physical Edu-
cation Association, Vol. 8, No. 2, 1937), pp. 23-62
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4CHAPTER II
BRIEF HISTORY IN SPORTS FOR WOMEN
Preceding a delineation of techniques, procedures and the
data of the survey, let us revert to the athletic activities of
women a few years ago, A brief resume of the development of womens
athletics, from the Colonial Period to the present times, pictures
them struggling through the coercive regime with changing curricu-
lums and keen competition to curriculums which enhance individual
activities, play days and sports days.
In the Colonial Period there was dancing, hunting, racing,
riding, and skating. Soon we become concerned about types of
competition. This anxiety was so pungent that the Wellesley News
published an article in 1902 on the question, ’’How much and how
y
keen competition,
"
As intramurals developed students began to look beyond the
confines of their own institutions for competition. This resulted
in interschool sports programs played by Bryn Mawr and outside
H
teams as late as 1914 to 1915,
3, Dorothy Ainsworth, History of Physical Education in Colleges
for Women
.
(W, B, Saunders Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1939)
p. 84
4. Ibid, p. 85
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As far back as 1890 they had athletic clubs of basketball,
5/
tennis, boating and walking* The first type of intramural organi-
zation was similar to the present arrangement with a board of stu-
dents and a faculty advisor; however, it was authoritarian in
supervision - the faculty and school authorities made the rules.
.
This soon reverted to the present custom of student officers and
representatives of the various sports being guided by an interested
member of the faculty.
y
In the twenties we had what Tunis described as an era of sup-
er-champions, The United States lead the sports world at this time;
however, strange as it seems, there were actually fewer people
playing games. Today we have a more intelligent appreciation of
the values of real sport. Many persons of average ability compete
and there are, therefore, more participants than ever before In
-
our history.
Interest has shifted from team sports to individual sports
due to the carry-over value after school is over. Young people
today realize the social assets that riding, swimming, tennis, golf
5. Ibid p.~79
6* John R. Tunis, "Changing Trends in Sports," Harpers Monthly
Magazine
,
(Harpers Publishing Company, New York, Vol. 170, December,
1934) p. 86

and dancing have to offer than when with the crowd. From team and
individual sports the student derives the same benefits. In fact,
the social values of individual sports seem greater because it is
y
more conducive to becoming acquainted with one’s opponents,
2/
Mitchell points out that as women’s programs developed and
broadened the National Section of Women’s Athletics began to develop
definite standards and policies as being opposed to interscholastic
and intercollegiate competition for women. He also stated that
attention should center around an all-inclusive sports program.
In the past when intercollegiates had a foothold in many schools
there were pitfalls which aroused many leaders and they were loathe
to change their viewpoints concerning the possibilities of evil
effects. Under ideal conditions intercollegiates and interscholas-
tics might be desirable. Let’s try to arrange these ideal condi-
tions.
Already the college student has the opportunity to participate
voluntarily in whatever activity she may choose. In the future
there should be instructors and facilities available for her use
7, Dorothy Sumption, Sports for Women, (Prentice Hall Incorporated,
New York, 1940) pp. 18-20
8. Elmer Mitchell, Intramural Sports, (A.S. Barnes Company, New
York, 1939) p.240
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7seven days a week* It should extend beyond the regular physical
education classes. Some colleges have ideal conditions such as
swimming pools, golf courses, tennis courts, archery ranges, athle-
tic fields, and club houses which are conducive to a congenial
social atmosphere, one of the necessary principles of education.
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CHAPTER III
TECHHiqpES AM) PROCEDURES
Below may be found a statement of the techniques used to
formulate a questionnaire, the procedure for selection, and the
scope of the study*
Techniques*- Current practices in physical education programs
were critically analyzed and an objective questionnaire was compiled.
The outcome of questions was deteimined by a previous survey by the
author which was a guide in formulating a college intramural band-
book for a sorority competition; experience with intramural prog-
rams; and a review of current books on women's intramural sports.
Samples of questionnaires were received by writing to the
Department of Educational Research in Washington* These were impor-
tant in determining the mode of presentation* The simplest form
was used* Specific answers were desired to an identical list of
questions from a large number of people* Therefore it was necessary
-
- ' • . - •
to mimeograph questionnaire forms which the physical education direc-
tors were expected to answer*
The questionnaire was divided into six parts as follows:
part one dealt with general information concerning the direc-
tor answering the survey and the college under question; part
in aajwtf©
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two was concerned with the administration of the intramural program;
part three, the point system used if any; part four, intercolle-
giate activities versus intramural programs; part five, the health
examination requirements; and part six, the conclusion* At the con-
clusion of the questionnaire directors were asked to present a
personal opinion on the subject, "Intramurals versus Interoolle-
giates for Women," and to enclose any handbooks which might paral-
lel answers in the survey*
As mentioned above all material was mimeographed* A letter
accompanied each questionnaire* This stated the problem involved
in the study and infomed directors that a tabulation of the final
results would be forwarded to them if they expressed a desire for
the infomatian. A sample of the survey and accompanying letter
may be found in the appendix, pages 50 to 55*
2/
Procedure* - The book on -American Universities and Colleges
was consulted for screening the colleges selected to be included
in the study. Certain points considered in selecting a specific
school were:
1* Size - An enrollment of 200 to 500 preferably; however
not over 1,000 women*
2. Type - Sectarian and non-sectarian; co-educational and not;
private and state controlled; teacher and junior
colleges and universities.
9. Clarence S. Marsh, American Universities and Colleges, (American
Council on Education, Washington,D.C. 1940 ) 4th Edition

10
3. Number - at least one college from each state in the Union*
After all questionnaires were returned., the author made the
final tabulations and briefly summarized the results which were
returned to the interested directors who assisted with the study*
Scope of the study, - A list of the colleges, including their
locations and enrollment s,may be found in the appendix, page 56,
Questionnaires were sent to 85 physical education directors
•
in the country. In the final analysis, 40, or 83 percent, of the
48 states were represented. The eight states not represented in
the final analysis are Idaho, South Dakota, Colorado, Massachusetts,
New Jersey, Nebraska, West Virginia and Minnesota,
<>*
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CHAPTER IV
THE STATUS OF WOMEN’S INTRAMURALS IN THE SMALT,ER
COLLEGES OF THE UNITED STATES
Complete analysis and discussion of the data follows. Statis-
tics received from tabulations have been fomed into tables for the
purpose of clarification.
Eighty-five questionnaires were distributed. Forty-eight, or
59.0 percent, were returned. Only two of the 48 colleges did not
provide for an intramural program. One does realize the necessity
for such a program, and when the survey was returned they were pro-
viding some form of recreation at the local Y, W, C. A, The other
was a junior college located in Texas,
Administration
The following data is based on the 46 colleges answering this
section of the survey.
Intramural sponsors,- « In answer to the question, "What group
sponsors your intramural program?" 35 colleges, or 76,0 percent of
the intramurals were found to be sponsored by a Women’s Athletic
Association; three, or 6,5 percent, by an intramural board; one, or
2.0 percent,by an athletic club; while there are seven colleges, or
15.0 percent sponsored by other groups. These "other" groups are
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Table 1* Numbers and Percentages for 46 Colleges Using Certain
Types of Intramural Sponsors*
Sponsor Number of Number in
Colleges Percentage
"TTT (3)
Women’s Athletic Assoc.. 76.0
Athletic Club 2.0
Intramural Board 6.5
Others 15.5
physical education departments, instructors, and major students of
physical education* Refer to table 1, above*
Many of the colleges enclosed intramural handbooks and it was
ascertained by a review that most programs have the Women’s Athletic
Association supervised by a president, vice-president, secretary,
and a treasurer* Sometimes the sec re taiy-treasurer is one person*
Some provide for a publicity or social chairman as well as a manager
for each sport. These officers are nominated by a committee and
elected by college ballot. The nominating committee consists of
the president, vice-president and faculty advisor* Included is a
member from each of the four classes who is not a member of the
board but appointed by them. This is a very democratic procedure
for securing leadership.
Intramural administration.- "What group administers your in-
tramural program?" The greatest impetus is reported from the
Physical Education Department. Great anphasis is placed on the co-
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operation between physical education faculty and student managers.
Out of the 46 colleges, 20, or 43,0 percent, are administered by
the Physical Education Department; 17, or 37,0 percent, by stu-
dents of physical education and their faculty; four, or 8,7 percent,
by student managers only; two, or 4,0 percent by volunteer faculty,
and the same combination of volunteer faculty and student managers.
Table 2, Numbers and Percentages for 46 Colleges Using Certain
Types of Intramural Administration,
Admini strator Number of Number in
Colleges Percentage
TTT it) ifr
Volunteer Faculty 2 4,0
Student Managers 4 8.7
Physical Education Dept,,, 20 43.0
Practice Teachers 1 2.0
Natl, Youth Adm 0 0.0
Students and Physical
Ed, Faculty 17 37.0
Others 2 4.0
Practice teachers of physical education are used in one, or 2,0
percent, of the case studies. No college uses the National Youth
Administration Organization which had been popular prior to the
second World War, Refer to table 2, above.
Generally the Association members of the board are sports
managers. Only the president is relieved of this position. The
programs are completely administered by the council with the spon-
sorship or guidance of the Physical Education Department,

Competitive groups for Intramurals.- The third question was
"How cb you group students for intramural competition?" Grouping
students for competition is definitely a geographical problem which
may be solved only by the local potentialities* In the survey
classes proved to be the most popular groupings*
Table 3* Number and Percentages for 46 Colleges Using Certain
Types of Competitive Groupings.
Group Number of Number in
Colleges Percentage
IT] CaT "W
Sorority 6 13.0
Dormitories * 3 6.5
Clubs 1 2.0
Teams (Odd, Even).... 5 11.0
Classes 14 30.0
Others 17 37.0
Fourteen, or 30*0 percent, of the colleges use this method; soiori-
ties are next in popularity involving six, or 13*0 percent, of the
colleges; five, or 11*0 percent, use odd and even teams; three, or
6*5 percent, use dormitoiy groups; and one, or 2*0 percent classify
competition in clubs* Other combinations are dormitories and
classes; teams and classes; clubs, teams and classes; or sororities,
clubs and classes*
Under the traditional Athletic Association administration each
house or class has representation on the board* Refer to table
3, above*

Financial aid for intramurals .- In answer to the question
"Who gives financial aid to your intramural program?" the survey
showed that there are many sources for funds. Fourteen, or 30.0
percent, receive aid from the sororities; student activity funds
provide finances for eleven, or 24.0 percent; ten, or 22.0 percent,
from the Womens Athletic Association; and only one, or 2.0 percent,
is aided by the Physical Education Department. No college recei-
ves aid from the men’s athletic funds or from Federal Relief.
Refer to table 4, below.
Table 4. Number and Percentages for 46 Colleges Using Certain
Types of Financial Aid.
Financed by Number of ' Number in
Colleges Percentage
TIT (2) (3)
Federal Relief 0 0.0
Men’s Intercollegiates.... 0 nO.O
Student Activity Funds. . .
•
11 24.0
Women’s Athletic Assoc.... 10 22.0
Sororities . . 14 30.0
Physical Ed. Dept 1 2.0
Others 10 22.0
In only one case are finances obtained by actual dues to the
athletic association. This amounted to 50 cents per semester per
person* Often the dues are included in the semester bill. The
association treasurer is responsible for paying all bills and keep-
ing records of expenditures. These records are subject to audit by

16
the Bursar* s Office of the college*
An organization called an Intramural Council, or Women*
s
Sports Association, filled the same need in instances where col-
leges did not have an Athletic Association. However, it is merely
a matter of name because functionally they are the same. Faculty
advisors and sports managers comprise the executive boards and
act as representatives for each competing group on campus. Elec-
tions for representatives are handled by each group on campus*
The intramural curriculum.- A program of intramurals must be
supervised and have a curriculum that will contribute to the demo-
cratic principles of education, meet the physical and organic needs
of the participant, and must consider the recreational or hobby
skills of the student. Directors were asked to state the activi-
ties included in their programs. In table 5 on page 17 the rea-
der will note the 27 intramural activities offered in the sports
curriculum of the 46 colleges under survey. Thirty-two colleges,
or 70.0 percent, offer archery; 45, or 98.0 percent of the colle-
ges, offer basketball; 16, or 35.0 percent, offer bowling; 33, or
71.0 percent, of the colleges offer badminton; and dancing is given
by 17, or 37.0 percent, of the colleges under survey.
Deck tennis is offered by 10 colleges, or 22.0 percent; 28 col-
leges, or 60.0 percent offer field hockey; while only 5, or 11.0
percent, offer fencing in the curriculum. Seventeen colleges, or

Table 5, Number and Percentages for 46 Colleges Offering a
Sports Curriculum for Intramural Competition
Sport Number of Number in
Colleges Percentage
(ll (2) (3)
Archery 32 70.0
Basketball 45 98.0
Bowling 16 35.0
Badminton 33 71.0
Dancing 17 37.0
Deck Tennis 10 22.0
Field Hockey 28 60.0
,
Fencing 5 11.0
Golf 17 37.0
Horseback 13 28.0
Horseshoes 6 13.0
Hiking 16 35.0
KLckball 1 2.0
LaCrosse..... 2 4.0
Outing Club 6 13.0
Ping Pong 29 63.0
Rollerskating 4 8.7
Ri fiery 4 8.7
Soccer 13 28.0
Shuffleboard 8 17.0
Softball 39 85.0
Tennis 42 91.0
Tumbling 6 13.0
Track and Field' ......... 14 30.0
Volleyball 41 89.0
Others 20 43.0
/

37.0 percent, offer golf. Horseback is offered by 13 colleges,
or 28 percent; six, or 13.0 percent, offer horseshoes; 16, or 35.0
percent, offer hiking; while only one college, 2.0 percent, offers
kickball. Lacross is offered in only two colleges, or 4.0 per-
cent of the cases under study.
Six colleges, 13.0 percent, offer outing clubs; 29, or 63.0
percent, offer ping-pong; and roller skating and riflery is offered
by four, or 8.7 percent of the colleges under survey. Soccer is
offered by 13 colleges, or 28.0 percent. One of the most popular
recreational sports in the country, swimming, is offered by only
27 colleges, or 58.0 percent of the 46 under survey. Also, a very
popular hobby skill for the physically handicapped, shuffleboard,
is offered by only eight colleges, or 17.0 percent.
Softball is found in 39 colleges, 85.0 percent of those sur-
veyed. Forty-two, or 91 percent, of the colleges offer tennis;
six, or 13.0 percent, offer tumbling in the intramural curriculum;
and 14 colleges, or 30.0 percent, offer track and field activities.
Forty-one colleges, or 89.0 percent, offer volleyball. The last
iton includes "other" activities offered in each college situation
under survey not mentioned in the above data. Twenty colleges,
or 43.0 percent, did have a few other activities in their curricu-
la which included sailing, skiing, croquet, touch-football, crew,
'
speedball, bicycling, winter sports, free-throw and squadi. The

reader mi^it note that wansn have individualized their instruction
to include activities that may be enjoyed by all for many years
such as riding, swimming, tennis, golf and dancing. However there
is still a great demand for such team sports as basketball, volley-
ball, and softball due to popularity carry-over from high school
days.
Point System
10/
In 1917 the annual conference of Athletic Associations for
>
College Women organized a point system for women's intramurals.
The different degrees of administration and supervision, each a
local problan for the college situation, caused the association
a/
to abolish this plan in 1929. The following data concerns point
systems in the colleges under survey.
question and answers pertaining to point plans .- In answer to
the question, "Do you have a point system?" 32, or 69.0 percent,
of the colleges answered yes; and 14, or 30.0 percent, answered no.
The 69.0 percent answering yes to question one were given the fol-
lowing questions to answer which might pertain to their particular
point plan.
However, not all of the 32 directors answered all of question
10. Dorothy Ainsworth,- History of Physical Education in Colleges
for Women
,
(W. B. Saunders Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
1939), pp. 85-86.
11. Loc. cit
.
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two of the survey* Regardless of this fact every answer was tabu-
lated and percentages calculated in the usual manner.
Entrance points*- With reference to the question, "Do you
give points for entrance?" 22, or 73*0 percent, do not* Only 28
answered the question, "Do you give points for winning?" Twenty-
four, or 26*0 percent award points for winning the match, game, or
contest; and only four, or 14*0 percent, do not award points for
winning*
Championship points*- All directors answered the question,
"Do you give championship points for first and second places?"
In 25 cases under study, or in 78*0 percent of the colleges, they
do this; but seven, or 22*0 percent, do not*
Forfeits, - "Do you take away points for forfeits?" In 27
colleges answering, 12, or 44*0 percent, penalize students or
teams by taking away points for forfeits; however 15, or 56.0 per-
cent, do not consider this a necessity.
Group or individual points*- Of the 32 answers to the ques-
tions: "Are these points credited to the individual who partici-
pates?" and "Are these points credited to the groups?" 27, or 84.0
percent of the cases awarded to the individual while only ten, or
59*0 percent, awarded to the group. The negative response is that
five, or 15.0 nerc^nt do not give points to the individual, in
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slight contrast to the seven colleges, or 41,0 percent who do give
points for group participation only*
v
Team sports versus individual sports in regard to points .-
The author wished to discover the exact impetus given team sports
like basketball and individual sports like tennis* From the 25
answers to the question "Are more points awarded for teams than for
individual participation?" 14 of the colleges, or 56.0 percent,
do not show that there is more than a slight discrimination at the
present time*
Plan used for awarding points* - In the beginning of women*
s
intramurals, emphasis was placed upon points for participation*
Today, there should be participation for its own sake.
Table 6. Numbers and Percentages for 26 of the 32 Colleges Using
Certain Types of Point Systems
Plan Used Number of Number in
Colleges Percentage
Cl) ” (2) {Z)
Ohio 15 58.0
Illinois 6 23.0
Michigan 5 19*0
Twenty-six of the 32 colleges using a point system answered
the last question which is concerned with the plan used for award-
ing points. The Ohio Plan, which places emphasis on points for

participation, is used by 15, or 58*0 percent, of the colleges.
The Illinois Plan, which gives more credit for winning, has sir, or
28.0 percent of the colleges using this plan. However, the Michi-
gan Plan, which makes for an even distribution, has five, or only
19.0 percent, of the 26 colleges using this plan. Refer to Table 6
above.
The author noted from a review of the handbooks that some col-
leges awarded points for losing as well as for winning an event.
For example: in ping-pong and tennis competition the looser of the
match receives 15 points while the winner is awarded 25 points.
Other possibilities of receiving points, other than being a
member or a substitute of a class or varsity team, are as follows:
1. Officers of W. A. A. Board. •
2. Student Officials - referee and umpire, timer and scorer.
3. Captains and managers of teams.
4. Voluntary attendance to physical education classes.
5. Observing training rules which are actually health safe-
guards.
6. J.F.I.tests and achievement and skill tests in the various
sports
7. Scholarship.
In almost eveiy case individual points cariy over from one
year to the next and may be transferred from one college to another
if the college is a member of the A. F. C. F.
,
with the exception
of health and hiking points. The latter are good for one year only.
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Score sheets for point systems.- Bumingh.am.-South em College
does not have a Women's Athletic Association hut has an intramural
sports organization which is supervised by the Physical Education
Department. In the appendix, Figure A, page 59, is their system of
scoring points. This score sheet shows the minimum number of con-
testants for entrance plus the number of entrance points. Please
note that emphasis is placed on team sports, less on individual
activities, and still less on minor sports.
• The author has included a score sheet, shown in Figure B of
the appendix, page 61, which has proven exceedingly satisfactory for
sorority competition. This is followed by a score chart seen in
Figure C of the appendix, page 62. The organization receives five
or ten points for winning a game or match, plus the championship
score for that particular sport. Consequently the organization's
score for the sport would be the number of games won, multiplied by
ten points, plus the championship score,, plus entrance points. Also
note that the Michigan Plan is used where entrance points for each
event equals the possible number of championship points totaled*
Intramurals versus Intercollegiates
12/
Williams and Brownell express the fact that intramurals are
12. jT F. Williams and C. L. Brownell, The Administration of Health
and Physical Education
,
(W. B. Saunders Company, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, 19 3ft, 3rd Edition, p. 332.
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considered superior to intercollegiate athletics because they are
for the masses and not the star performers. However, one intra-
mural objective has to be fulfilled, namely: "To provide an oppor-
13/
tunity to compete with others of similar playing ability." We
directors definitely realize that there is a need fora broad pro-
gram for the masses, but if the student develops into varsity ma-
terial she should have an opportunity to compete with those on her
own skill level. There are many pitfalls for intercollegiate com-
petition which we have tried to overcome by following standards
compiled by the National Section of Women’s Athletics. Below is
data concerning the status of intramurals versus intercollegiates
in the colleges of this survey. The reader is again reminded that
not all of the 46 colleges having an intramural program answered
this section.
Questions and answers pertaining to varsity or honorary
varsity teams.- From the 48 questionnaires returned, 43 of the
colleges, or 89.0 percent, answered the question: "Do you have in-
tercollegiate activities?" There are 17 colleges, or 40.0 percent,
which have intercollegiate activities; while 27, or 60.0 percent,
do not provide for intercollegiate competition.
137 Dorothy* Sumptiop
,
Sports for Wcmen
,
(Prentice Hall Incorporated
New York, 1940 ),p. 19

In the 33, or 60,0 percent, of the answers to the questions:
"Do you have just honorary varsity teams?" or "Do you select
varsity teams?" eighteen, or 54,0 percent, selected honorary varsity
teams. In either case, almost all colleges whether they have inter-
mural or intercollegiate competition have some resource for recogni-
zing the highly skilled player by placing her on a varsity or honor-
T
ary -varsity team.
Intercollegiate team members compete in the intramural program,-
Thirty-seven percent of the directors answered the question, "Do
your intercollegiate players compete in the intramural program of
that sport in which they are a varsity team member?" Thirteen, or
72.0 percent, answered in the affirmative while only five, or 28,0
percent, of the colleges answering considered that this practice
should not be sanctioned*
Group or individual points*- Directors who answered in the
affirmative concerning varsity or honorary varsity teams were asked
the questions: "Do you give points for this to the individual?"
or "Do you give points to the individual’s group?" From 26, or
54.0 percent of the answers to the former question, 12 colleges,
or 46.0 percent, gave points to the individual; while 14, or 54,0
percent, did not give individual points. Out of 20, or 42.0 per-
cent, of the answers to the latter question, four or 42.0 percent
of the replies were negative on group points.
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Point carry-over.- There were 18, or 70,0 percent, who an-
swered the question, "If you do give points for varsity membership
either individual or group, do these points carry over from one
year to the next?" Twelve, or 67*0 percent of the colleges allow
a carry-over of these points from one year to the next, and six,
or 33*0 percent, have no carry-over system.
Eligibility rules. - A consensus of opinion is to have some
form of eligibility for team membership. Fifty percent answered
the question, "If you do have varsity teams, honorary or otherwise,
do players have certain requirements to meet in order to be eli-
gible?" Twenty-one, or 88.0 percent, conform to rules while only
three, or 12.0 percent, answering this question, have no rules or
regulations for eligibility*
Varsity or honorary team selections. - Out of the 31 colleges,
or 64.0 percent, answering "Are the varsity teams selected after
an intramural season?" 22, or 69.0 percent, were affimative while
nine, or 29.0 percent, were negative. Those teams are chosen in the
following manner:
1. Five, or 15.0 percent, are chosen by students or by the
Physical Education Department
•
2. Three of the college teams, or 9.0 percent, are chosen
by the Women's Athletic Association.
3. One, or 3.0 percent, surveyed, are picked by the Sports
Club.
4. Seven, or 22.0 percent, of the colleges use other means
than those quoted in the survey.
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5* Combinations of students, physical education department,
and Women's Athletic Association; student and physical
education department; or just the physical education de-
partment and the Women’s Athletic Association are used
in 11, or 34*0 percent, of the colleges for selecting
teams.
Highly skilled versus average athlete. - The author wished to
discover whether any distinction was made between the hi^ily skil-
led and mediocre or average player by asking the question, "Do you
allow students who have earned a title or national ranking to com-
pete in intramural sports in which they excel?" It is noted that
out of the 50.0 percent tfio answered this question, five, or 62.0
percent, of the colleges allow students who have earned a title or
national ranking to compete in intramurals in which they excel.
Nine colleges, or 38.0 percent, believe this is detrimental to the
morale of players and it is not, therefor, permitted.
Intercollegiate curricula. - Directors were asked to check
the sports carried on in their intercollegiate programs. Table 7,
below, depicts the activity curricula in the intercollegiate pro-
grams. There are 17 colleges which offer an intercollegiate pro-
gram. Archery and swimming are offered in six, or 35.0 percent of
the cases. Fifteen colleges, or 90.0 percent, offer basketball,
and tennis is offered in 12, or 70.0 percent of those under question
Three, or 18.0 percent, of the colleges offer fencing and golf.
Bowling and skiing activities are offered in two, or 12.0 per-
cent, of the colleges while field hockey is offered in 11 of the
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Table 7. Number and Percentages for the 17 Colleges Offering a
Sports Curriculum for Intercollegiate Competition.
Sport Number of Number in
Colleges Percentage
[T] (2) (3)
Archery . .. 6 35,0
Basketball 15 90.0
Bowling 2 12.0
Fencing 3 18.0
Field Hockey 11 62.0
Horseback 1 6.0
Swimming 9 5.3
Tennis 12 70.0
Hifiery 5 30 .0
Volley Ball 4 25.0
Skiing 2 12.0
Track 1 6.0
Golf 3 18.0
Soccer 1 6.0
colleges, 62.0 percent, of the seventeen having an intercollegiate
program.
Soccer, track and riflery are offered in one college, 6.0 per-
cent, under survey; volley ball is offered in four, or 24.0 percent;
and badminton is offered in five colleges, or 30.0 percent. Nine,
or 5.3 percent, offer softball in the intercollegiate program.
It was noted during the tabulation of the above figures that
the smaller colleges, those aC 200 to 300 women enrolled, had a
wider range of activities than those with enrollments of 301 to 400.
t«
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foments Athletic Association [handbook rales .- The handbooks of
the various women f s athletic associations in the colleges surveyed
contain stipulations that students must follow to be eligible for
participation, or to receive points and awards, in the intramural
or intercollegiate programs. Following are a few outstanding rules
and regulations as found in these handbooks.
1. A student must participate in a certain number of practices
to be eligible for group competition.
2. A student must participate in a certain number of games to
receive points for that activity.
3. In colleges where there is inter-class and inter-sorority
competition, the student must participate in class games
before become eligible for sorority competition.
4. A student who is classed as a professional shall be barred
from those branches' of intramurals in which she has broken
amateur regulations.
5. A girl may not play on a varsity team if she is playing on
a commercial team.
6. Members of each class must attend six practices of the
sport before the team is eligible for points on a shield.
7. Some athletic associations require a year f s training for
an award.
8. Team members are chosen as all-around players on the basis
of ability, health and sportsmanship. The number shall
not exceed two beyond the regular team number and shall be
chosen from the three upper classes*
9. One college requires that entry blanks be presented to the
physical education department before students may enter
intramural tournaments.
Many of the awards are given to a certain percentage of each
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class* For example: five percent freshmen, fifteen percent sopho-
mores, fifteen percent juniors, and onljr a senior who is worthy*
Students must stand a 2*2 average scholastically with a nBw posture.
Awards * - The questionnaire did not include awards as it is
believed they have no intrinsic value to the program. However,
colleges having a system of points have awards as their goal. Some
awards, used by the colleges, are listed below.
1* Numerals.
2. School letters.
3. Cups, plaques, or blazers as a final award.
Class cups must be won three years in succession
to become a permanent possession of a group.
4. Sweaters to sports managers.
5. Snblems to all-star team members.
6. White, gray, or blue stripes for teams.
7. School letter or star for honorary teams*
8. Sterling silver key.
Health Examination
Health examinations should be required because permanent in-
jury may result if a student is allowed to participate in an activi-
ty when she is physically unable to do so. Following is data com-
piled from the survey concerning the necessary health requirements
in the colleges.
Of the 48 questionnaires returned, 94.0 percent of the colleges
answered question one; 89.0 percent answered question two; 85.0 per-
cent answered question three; and 96.0 percent answered question
four,
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Fxami nati on requirements for students, - In reply to the ques-
tion, "Are all Freshman required to have an health examination be-
fore entering college?" forty colleges, or 89*0 percent, do require
such examination while five, or 11.0 percent, do not. "Do you have
compulsory physical examineti ons annually?” was the next question.
-
%
'
* ' ~ ” *
' 3
Twenty-seven, or 65.0 percent, answered in the affirmative, while
16, or 37.0 percent, gave a negative response. This was followed
by the question, "Do you require health examinations of students
participating in intramurals?" Twenty-nine, or 71.0 percent said
they did require students who participated in intramurals to sub-
mit to an health examination while 12, or 29.0 percent, did not
have that requirement. The last question asked, "Do you have a
school physician?" Forty-one, or 89.0 percent, do have a physician
but only five, or 11.0 percent, do not have a physician. It is
gratifying to realize that only one college gave a negative res-
ponse to all four questions.
Intramural handbook requirements.- Very little is mentioned
in the handbooks concerning health and health examinations. One
college has specifically stated that "a physical examination is re-
quired of all women before admission to any physical education class.
Ihis examination will deteunine the type of physical education in
_ii/
which the student may participate."
14. Rhode Island State College, Womens Athletic Handbook, (Kingston,
(Rhode Island)
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Another college mentions health in regard to student parti cipa
-tion on a team* Membership on this team is based on sportsmanship,
ten practices and approval of the Medical and Physical Education
Departments.
Comments on Intercollegiates for Women
Since the trend is to include interscholastic competition in
the college program, the conclusion was concerned with personal
comments from the directors in the field of physical education on
intereollegiates sports for women. Generally, they did not approve
unless the intramural program was not sufficient. Those directors
recommended intereollegiates oniy on a social basis of Play and
Sports Days. Following are a few annonymous quotations on this
subject.
"Results in neglect of average player especially when
staff and facilities are limited."
".....approve of them if they are according to the
National Section of Wcmen*s Athletics and not used to exploit
purposes, or if they do not become highly competitive over a
period of years."
" o.k. if done separate from the program."
"Believe they are wholescme and make for good spirit
between schools."
"Prefer intramurals because they include a larger group
of students."
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".. •indispensable to well-roundedness of students, and
fosters school spirit that is necessary for athletic competition.”
"The policy of the school is to encourage intercollegiate
competition. Much emphasis on varsity sports."
"Intramurals pay better dividends especially in smaller
college."
• .*
"We want to have only one or two events each season to
give the excellent players opportunity for some activity beyond
the intramural program because of the strong feeling of the
girls...."
"... hope to have visitation programs with other colleges
which would include interchange of methods and ideas, observa-
tion and intercollegiate participation."
"Difficult to control from health angle, tihds towards
over-training of few and neglect of many, involves difficult
problem of travel and chaperonage and puts too much emphasis
on winning."
"Being a day college, we approve, believing that contact with
institutions is valuable from the social point in learning
what other colleges offer, not only in sports but in other
educational programs."
"I believe intercollegiate sports which copy men T s are
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"unsound* Most colleges are large enough to run a good
intramural program and this is most important. However,
I can see no ham whatsoever in occasional games with other
schools or groups for either the honorary varsity teams or
any other team which might be chosen to play. We usually
give each team which has played in the inter-class tourna-
ment a chance to play one outside game with some near-by
team. We have a number of Sports Days in which there is com-
petition between schools in a number of different sports."
It is to be noted frcm the above that only one college
placed emphasis on a true varsity program. They all believe that
if the physical education staff is of sufficient size to adequa-
tely take charge of both intramurals and intercollegiate competi-
tion, it is feasible and worthwhile to have an intercollegiate
program. However finances of the educational institution should
be such as to warrant both programs; and if the location of the
institution is close, or within a large metropolitan area so that
time and transportation are not a problem for association with
other colleges, there should be participation in such a program.
This brings to a close the discussion of the data of the
survey on Womens Intramurals in the Smaller Colleges of the
United States which was conducted in 1946. The following chapter
will summarize that data and present a few suggestions which seem
to be of importance for womens sports in our colleges.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
The following chapter is concerned with (1) summary of the
data; (2) conclusions drawn from the study; and (3) recommendations
for future study.
Summary of the data .- To summarize the common policies that
exist among women’s intramurals, it was found that 76.0 percent of
the 46 colleges have an intramural program which is sponsored by
the women’s athletic associations. Twenty colleges, or 43.0 per-
cent have such programs administered by the physical education
departments. However, 17, or 37.0 percent, are administered co-
operatively by the students and the physical education faculty.
It was noted that no definite grouping was predominant for
'
team competition. Fourteen, or 30.0 percent, of the 46 colleges
under survey are grouped by classes; however colleges seem to have
many variations for classifying groups fo r competition. If natural
groupings are used, students will have a feeling of unity and in
this way more spirit and cooperation will dominate the program. In
fact, some directors feel that sororities should be in a different
league. There is also a problem of physical education majors oompe-

.ting with the teams* Some feel that there should be a limited
number on each team, while others believe these students are segre-
gated in so much work that it is desirable for them to participate
on those teams. This is a local problem. However, if the physical
education students are highly skilled, it is best for the morale of
other students to limit the number on a team.
The variety of activities offered for competition receive
financial aid from sororities,with student activity funds supplying
\
the secondary source. Fourteen, or 30.0 percent, of the colleges
receive aid from the former while ten, or 22.0 percent, are aided
by the latter.
Programs definitely provide for a carry-over with a broad pro-
gram of individual, dual, group and team sports. This is shown in
table 5, page which gives the curricula for intramurals. The
greatest percentage provides for a sound intramural program which is
supplemented by intercollegiate activities.
Activities which are offered for intramural competition by
more than 50 percent of the colleges surveyed, in order of popular-
ity, are: basketball, tennis, volley ball, softball, badminton,
archery, ping-pong, field hockey and swimming. These range from 27
colleges, or 58.0 percent, offering swimming to the 45, or 98.0
percent offering basketball.
Due to the irregularity of answers under the last three sec-
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tions of the survey, point system, intercollegiates versus intra-
murals, and health examinations, it is difficult to summarize
accurately the present college situation. Ihirty-two, or 69.0 per-
cent, of the colleges have a point system hut they are not consis-
tent in respect of how these points are awarded. It was ascertained
that colleges do give entrance and championship points hut they do
' *— - •
not believe in talcing away points for forfeits. Colleges having a
point systom give points more frequent^ to the individual than to
the group*
Twenty-seven, or 60.0 percent, of the colleges do not provide
for intercollegiate competition while 17 colleges, or 40.0 percent,
have intercollegiate activities. Many colleges select honorary
varsity teams which probably accounts for the fact that directors
allow "varsity” members to compete in the intramural programs.
'
These varsity members, either honorary or otherwise, are chosen by
Women’s Athletic Association students and the physical education
faculty.
Points for varsity or honorary varsity are awarded to the
individual and may be carried over from one year to the next. Whe-
ther colleges have intercollegiate competition or whether they have
only honorary teams, there are eligibility rules.
Many colleges have not had the problem of national ranking
players competing in the intramural program wilfc the average athlete.
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Physical education directors allow students who have earned a title
or national ranking to compete in intramural sports in which they
excel. If this problem did arise, they believe such participation
would be detrimental to the morale of the players and it would not
be permitted.
The activities offered in the intercollegiate curricula of the
various colleges are played most frequently on sports days and play
days. Only one college really trains a varsity team for that rea-
son only. Basketball, softball, field hockey and tennis are the
most popular activities. With the exception of tennis, these acti-
vities will accommodate many students, and this is a policy of the
womens programs of today. We want to provide for the masses and
not for the star performers.
Freshman entering college are submitted to one health examina-
tion, either before or after matriculation, in all but one of the
cases under survey, and annual physical examinations are compulsory
in some colleges. In a few instances, there are separate health
examinations given for students who compete in the intramural prog-
ram but not all colleges have a school physician for this purpose.
Colleges which do not have a program of intramurals might
follow the suggestions and standards devised by the Natioral Section
of Women , s Athletics, a Department of Education bulletin dated
September 1947. These standards are highly recommended and are so
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stated that any school, college, or university might do well to in-
corporate than into their programs. Establish carry-over sports
for the student making certain that the leisure time activities are
for self-expression on the part of the student and not the instruc-
tor. Following are a few program suggestions which may be used in a
higfr school system as well as in a college program.
For administration:
1. The field of intramurals offers excellent chance for prac-
tice teaching in physical education.
2. Study the recreational needs of the students and faculty so
that there may be smoother administration and a more functional
program.
3. Many department heads and staff members are conscious of
the program needs but they do not have the proper support and finan-
cial backing. Publicity and campaigns by the department and the
students might make the trustees and parents aware of the needs to
the extent that they may have a desire to improve conditions.
4. More teachers for weekend camping, riding, hiking and canoe
-ing. College recreation should be a seven-day program.
5. Golf clubs, bicycles, archery equipment, a swimming pool
and other facilities should be available at all times to students.
15/
It can be arranged through a library system for use of the students.
15. Dorothy Sumption, ojd. cit ., p. 14
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6* Intramural programs may be supported by institutional appro-
priations or by an appropriation from the general athletic fund.
7.Teachers of physical education should administer the intra-
mural program' but have the assistance of other faculty members who
have the ability and interest in the activities. There is a need
for trained directors and faculty supervision.
For a point system:
1. A group or an individual who puts forth the effort to organ
-ize a team and practice for a sports season should receive entrance
points and these points should be equal to championship points.
There should be an even distribution of points.
2. Since team sports involves a larger group of students,
such teams should receive more entrance and championship points than
those sports which involve one- to four people.
3. A simple point system which eliminates complex records
is that of having a student keep a running account of her activities
such as coaching, committee work, officiating, captain or manager
of a team, and at the end of her junior or senior year present to
the most outstanding student a gold pin which is emblematic of
sportsmanship, scholarship, athletic prowess, and her service to the
school through the intramural program. If awards are given, they
should be within the reach of the less skilled.
4.
Some form of point system should be devised in order to
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motivate students who have never experienced competition in high
school.
5. Students should be so motivated and interested in the
intra-program as to eliminate points for forfeits. College stud-
ents do not need the strong motivating factors necessary for younger
people. Awarding points to a group will eliminate star performers
and help students to realize the necessity for cooperation and
group loyalty.
For intercollegiate activities:
1. Do not plan competition between large and small schools.
To be a loser all the time has no glamour. To play for fun
is fine up to a point. Take time to plan a program for the highly
skilled as well as for the masses.
2. To represent the class or group, an athlete should main-
tain average marks required for graduation.
3. A broad program of intramurals and varsity should be
offered by the colleges as is consistent with its financial condi-
tions, geographic situation, enrollment, equipment and philosophy
of education. Physical Education Department, Intramural Department,
and Interscholastic Athletics should be more closely correlated.
4. Not more than six hours per week should be designated in
any sport including contests.
5.
Policies should consider amateur and student welfare
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thus certain limitations. An average tennis player will not parti-
cipate against a national star and an intramural basketball squad
is not pleased when matched with a team composed of varsity team
members.
For the health examination:
1, Intramurals should be the cause of more frequent and better
health examinations by our college services*
2* Medical examinations should be made immediately prior to
participation in the particular sport involved. Feriodic examina-
tions of athletes during the season is a desirable Procedure, and
if the athlete has been injured during a season a physicion should
certify her return to the squad.
3. There should be a school physician.
Conclusion. - Let us refer back to the introduction of this
service paper. It states that activities must meet the physical and
organic needs, social and citizenship needs, psychological needs,
and must consider the recreational and hobby skills of students.
It has been shown that activities do meet the physical and organic
needs by providing activities of individual, dual, group and team
sports through intramural as well as intercollegiate programs.
However in some cases teaching staffs are small and the colleges
cannot teach in a modem progressive manner, including in their
programs required as well as recreational activities.
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Supervisors are meeting the social and citizenship needs of
the students, as the Committee on Curriculum Research has suggested,
by providing an opportunity for leadership, sportsmanship and organi-
zation of play and sports days. The Women's Athletic Associations
can organize teams and cariy out an intramural program. There are
many activities for which competent directors could be found and
who would relieve the supervisor and help the student in her way of
life. For example: students may organize teams, conduct games,
coach and officiate, arrange schedules, and carry forth committee
projects for play days and dual meets. However, students should not
be given such a load as to cause neglect to studies. Staff members
should assist students.
Such recreational activities as bowling, hiking, horseshoes,
shuffleboard and ping-pong which would meet the psychological needs
of those who are physically handicapped do not seem to be offered.
Only 35.0 percent of the 48 colleges offer bowling and hiking; 13.0
percent offer horseshoes; 17.0 percent offer shuffleboard; and 63.0
percent offer ping-pong. The curricula should be more complete in
order that such needs may be met, and the facilities for these acti-
vities require a minimum in cost and upkeep.
The survey shows that the student enrollment of the colleges
had no bearing on the program content. In fact, in the intercolle-
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giate program the smallest college and those of over 500 enroll-
ment have intercollegiate as well as intramural activities and
they offer a wider range of activities than other larger colleges
which were surveyed.
Many schools are of the opinion that they cannot offer sports
like golf because of the cost and geographical limitations. Stu-
dents may be taught the fundamentals in ithe gymnasium or outside
by use of cages. Then there is the cotton ball course devised for
a veiy small area with the use of a cotton ball. Cotton balls may
also be used in the gymnasium by using door mats for tees. In this
manner mass instruction can be given. Putting greens require very
little space and clock golf tournaments may be organized. If a
college does not have the facilities for golf, bowling, roller-
skating, swimming and tennis, it should go beyond the confines of
its walls to the city or town Y. W. C. A., the Community Center
or other private agencies. Such groups will be more than happy to
cooperate. In a coeducational college, interest can be developed
throu^L co-recreation in volley ball, outing clubs and tennis. All
of this requires very little extra planning on the part of the ad-
ministration but in the end students will profit by such efforts.
L A well-balanced program of intramurals is one which is spon-
sored and financed by the students with the administration of the
physical education department. The re diould be activities for everyone,
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tiie pliysicaUy handicapped, those of average capabilities, and the
‘
higgily skilled*
Intercollegiates can be organized on a similar basis as that
of intramurals namely for large teams, and they should be closely
'
related to the physical education and intramural programs* We do
not want to train students rigorously, as men are trained, but we
do want all students to have an equal chance in our programs* If
the highly skilled player competes on an intramural team, she does
not receive the satisfaction of self-expression that she desires
because she is not playing with those of equal ability to hers.
On the other hand the average player will lose interest because she
has no chance to excel* Intercollegiate teams should be composed of
highly skilled players who do not compete in the intramural program
but who compete on teams on play days and sports days, at dual meets
and telegraphic meets for the college* In order to do this, however,
they must conform to certain eligibility rules which dan be found
by referring back to page 29.
One of the primary objectives of education is the health of
our students. This survey proved that we have not yet reached our
goal because same colleges do not have a school physician, nor dp
they require annual physical examinations* Students should be under
constant observation particularly if they are participating in vigor-
ous activity which might be a strain on their physical capabilities.
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Conclusions drawn from the personal comments submitted by the
directors would indicate that we do comply wi Hi the standards for
women as stated by the National Section on Women T s Athletics in
that we provide for the masses first in our broad intramural pro-
grams; and we supplement those activities with play days, dual
meets, sports days and telegraphic competition.
Educators should strive for the ideal situations discussed
in the foregoing pages so that the citizens of tomorrow will be
products of untiring efforts to give them every opportunity for
the development of sound and strong bodies and minds by providing
swimming pools, golf courses, tennis courts, archery ranges, athle-
tic fields and club houses which are conducive to congenial social
atmosphere.
Recommendations for future study,- Below are a few recommen-
dations which should be helpful if further study were made on
intramurals for women,
1,
Discover exactly what sports are included in intramural
programs of a competitive and non-competitive nature (non-competi-
tive being hiking and rollerskating),
2. When discussing a point system awards should be included.
Individual and group points could be discussed separately,
3, Intercollegiate activities should be discussed separately
from the intramural program. Today, intercollegiates are referred
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to as sports days and play days and are not thought of in the true
sense of a trained varsity team.
4. Eligibility rules should be enumerated by those colleges
requiring them,
5* Exactly what do colleges include in a health examination
and what changes should be made? 7?hat are the policies of the
physical education departments as regards the medical care of
students?
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APPENDIX

SURVEY
of smaller colleges in the U. S* to discover the status
of
WOMEN'S IUTBAMDHALS
Date
I General Information
NAME OF PERSON REPORTING
OFFICIAL POSITION
COLLEGE TYPE
CITY AND STATE
Approximate number of women students:
( ) less than 200; ( ) 200 - 300; ( ) 301 - 400; ( ) 401 - 500;
( ) 501 - 1000; ( ) over 1000
II Administration
1. What group sponsors your intramural program? (check (X) one)
a. Womoi's Athletic Association
b. An Athletic Club
o. Intramural Board
d* Others
2. What group administers your intramural program? (check (X) one)
a. Volunteer Faculty
b. Student Managers
c. Physical Education Department
d* Practice teachers from specializing Physical Education
student s*
e. National Youth Administration assigned to new intramural
project
f. Others
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Administration - continued
3. How do you group your students for intramural competition?
(check (X) one)
a. Sororities
b. Dorms
c* Clubs
d» Teams (odd or even etc.)
e. Classes
f. Others
4* Who gives financial aid to your intramural program? (check (X) one)
a. Federal Relief Program
b. Men's Intercollegiates
c* Student Activity Funds
d. Women's Athletic Association
e*. Sororities
f« Physical Education Department
g* Others
5, What sports do you include in your intramural program?
(check (X) items that apply)
( )Archery; ( ) Basketball; ( ) Bowling; ( ) Badminton;
( ) Dancing; ( ) Deck Tennis; ( ) Field Hockey; ( ) Golf ;
( ) Horseback Riding; ( ) Horseshoes; ( )Kick Ball; ( )LaCrosse;
( ) Outing Club Activities; ( ) Hiking; ( ) Ping-Pong; ( jRiflery;
( ) Rollerskating; ( ) Soccer; ( ) Swimming; ( ) Shuffleboard;
( ) Softball; ( ) Tennis; ( ) Tumbling; ( ) Track and Field;
( ) Volleyball; ( ) Others—
Ill Point System
1. Do you have a point sy stem?
>' "
2. If you checked yes on question 1*, please
answer the following:
YES NO
( ) ( )
a. Do you give points for entrance?
b. Do you give points for winning?
( )
( )
l )
( )
Do you give championship points
for first and second places? ( ) ( )
r
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Point System - continued
YES
d. Do you take away points for winning? ( ^
e* Are these points credited to the
individual who participates? or ( }
f. Are these points credited to the
groups? ( )
g*. Do you give more points for teams than
for individual participation? (example:
(Basketball - 50 points for entrance;
(Tennis 25 points for entrance) ( )
h. TJhat plan do you use?
(I) Ohio Plan with emphasis on
points for participation? ( )
(II) Michigan Plan giving even
distribution? ( )
(III)Illinois Plan giving most
credit for winning? ( )
NO
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
(Please enclose any mimeographed or printed description of your
point system.
)
IT Intercollegiate vs.Intramurals
YES NO
1. Do you have intercollegiate activities? ( ) ( )
2. Do you select varsity teams? or ( ) ( )
3. Do you have just "honorary varsity teams"? ( ) ( )
4. If you answered yes to question 1,:
Do your intercollegiate players oompete in
the intramural program of that sport in which
they are varsity team members? ( ) ( )
5, If you answered yes to either question 2 or
3: Do you give points for this to the
individual? or ( ) ( )

Intercollegiate vs. Intramurals - continued.
YES NO
6* Do you give points to the individual’s
group? ( ) (
7. If you do have varsity teams, either honorary
or otherwise, do players have certain
requirements to meet in order to be eligible?
(Example: attendance, participation in a cer-
tain number of games, etc.) ( ) (
8. If you do give points for varsity membership
either individual or group, do these points
cariy over from one year to the next? ( ) (
9. Are the varsity teams selected after an
intramural season? ( ) (
10. Are these teams chosen by: (check (X) one)
a. Students ( ) (
b. Physical Education Department ( ) (
c. Women’s Athletic Association ( ) (
d. Sports Clubs ( ) (
e. Others ( ) (
11. Do you allow students who have earned a title
or national ranking to compete in intramural
sports in which they excel? ( ) (
12. What sports do you. include in your intercollegiate program?
(Check (X) all items that apply)
( ) Arche ry; ( ) Basketball; ( ) Bowling; ( ) Badminton;
( ) Field Hockey; ( ) Fencing; ( ) Golf; ( ) Horseback Riding;
( ) LaCrosse; ( ) Outing Club Activities; ( ) Soccer;
( ) Swimming; ( ) Softball; ( ) Tennis; ( ) Track and Field;
( ) Volleyball; ( ) Others
.
V Health Examination
.
1. Are all Freshman required to have a health
examination before entering college? ( ) ( )
2. Do you have compulsory physical examinations
annually? ( ) (
)
)
)
)
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Health Examination - continued
YES NO
3, So you require Health Examinations of students
participating in intramurals?
4* Do you have a school physician?
VI Conclusion
1. Comment on Intercollegiate Sports for Women
2. Does your CQllege have an intramural or athletic handbook with
the rules for participation, point, systam, and the like? If
so, I would appreciate receiving a copy if possible. Thank you.
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ACCOMPANYING LETTER FOR SURVEY
To tlie Athletic Director:
Do you know the status of Women’s
Intramurals in our smaller colleges?
I am making a survey of a selected
number o* colleges in this country, which are about the same
size as Rollins, in order to discover the extent of the
intramural programs and how they are administered. Your
cooperation in answering the questions on the enclosed ques-
tionnaire will be very much appreciated.
Will you kindly fill in the question-
naire as soon as possible in order that the study may be
completed within the near future. If you are interested in
the results of this survey, please let me know and I will said
them to you.
Sincerely yours,
Women’s Athletic Director.

SCOPS OF STUDY
NAW. of CQTT.Tr.ror.
1* Arizona State College
2, Abilene Christian
3, Alabama State Teachers
4, Antioch College
5* Asbury College
6* Bates College
7* Bethany Peniel
8. Bethune Cockman
9* Birmingham Southern
10* Bridgewater
11* Erooklyn
12. Colby College
13. Converse
14. Central College
15. Corpus Christi Junior
16. Chatanooga University
17. Coker
18. Calvin
19. Delaware University
20. Dennison University
21. Eastern New Mexico Junior
LOCATION ENROLLMENT
Ari zona Over 501
Texas Over 501
Alabama 301-400
Ohio 401-500
Kentucky 401-500
Maine 301-400
Oklahoma 301-400
Florida 200-300
Alabama 200-300
Virginia 200-300
New York Over 501
Maine 401-500
•
-*
* •
So. Carolina 401-500
Missouri 200-300
Texas 200-300
Tennessee 401-500
So. Carolina 401-500
MicMgam 401-500
Delaware 301-400
Ohio Over 501
New Mexico 200-300
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SCOPE OE STUDY
NfiME OF COLLEGE LOCATION ENROIJMENT
22. Earlham Indiana 200-300
23, Fullerton Junior California 401-500
24. Gulfpark College Mississippi 200-300
25. Grinnell College Iowa 401-500
26. Georgia State Teachers Georgia 401-500
27. Hood College Maryland 401-500
28. Illinois Wesleyan Univ. Illinois 401-500
29. Lake Forest Illinois 200-300
30. Long Island University New York Less than 200
31. Lander College So. Carolina 200-300
32. Mary Baldwin Virginia 301-400
33. Miami University
.
Florida Over 501
- )
'/ •
Over 50134. Mills College California
35. No.Michigan College of Ed. Michigan 301-400
36. Penn Hall Junior College Pennsylvania 200-300
37. Pasedena California 301-400
38. Puget Sound Washington 401-500
39. Rhode Island State Rhode Island Over 501
40. Reed College Oregon 200-300
41. Southwestern. College Tennessee 301-400
42. Slippery Rock State Tchrs. Pennsylvania 301-400
43. State Teachers No. Dakota 301-400

SCOPE OF STUDY
NAME OF COLLEGE LOCATION ENROUMMT
44. Stout Institute Wisconsin 301-400
45, Sara Lawrence New York 301-400
46* Salem College No. Carolina 401-500
47. University of Richmond Virginia 401-500
48. University of Wyoming Wyoming Over 501
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INTR^MDEAL SCORE SHEET
Sport Minimum no.of
contestants
for entrance
Entrance
Foints
Addtl.
Points
Winner
Points
Badminton 6 35 66 100
Basketball 5 50 100 150
Bowling 6
\
35 65 100
Free Throw 6 25 50 75
Golf Driving 6 25 50 75
Soccer Baseball 7 50 100 150
Softball 7 50 100 150
Swimming 6 35 65 100
Table Tennis 6 25 50 75
Tennis 6 35 65 100
Volley Ball 35 65 100
Figure A* Chart and explanation of same used by Buuningham-*Southem
College as duplicated from its Intramural Handbook*
Team Points in Team Sports
The method of calculating team points in team sports is to divide
the number of "additional points" by the number of games won by the
championship team* The result is the number of points awarded for
each game won* Take basketball for example: A score of 50 is given
for entering the required number and being ready to plaj*- at the
scheduled time* The number 100 represents the number of additional
points earned by the championship team. If the championship team
wins ten games, then each game won will count as ten points (100+10)
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Figure A . - continued
The team getting second place by winning eight games would receive
eight times ten or eighty points for "wins" and 50 points for
• entering, making a total of 130 points. The same method is used
for detennining points earned by all teams in the tournament.
Team Points in Individual Sports
The team in an individual sport is determined after the tournament
is completed. Hie number of contestants necessary for the group
to receive team points is given in the scoring chart.
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INTRAMURAL SCORE SHEET
Activity Entrance
Points
Winning
Event
Championship
Points
Forfeit,
Indiv, &
Team
Basketball 100 10 1:50; 2:25 10
Tennis 50 5 1:25;2:12§- 10
Golf 50 5 1:25; 2:12^- 10
Archery 50 None 1:25;2:12| 10
Riding 50 1:5; 2:3;
3:2; 4:1
1:25; 2:12^ 10
Volley Ball 100 10 1:50; 2:25 10
Swimming 50 1:5; 2:3;
3:2; 4:1
(relay is
1:25;2:12-|-
double)
10
Figure B, Chart and explanation of same used by Rollins College for
sorority intramurals.
The organization receives 5 or 10 points for winning a game or
match, plus the championship score for that particular sport. Con-
sequently the organization's score for the sport would be the num-
ber of games won, multiplied by 10 points, plus the championship
score, plus entrance points.
Any protests concerning points entered on the official score chart
must be made in writing and handed to the administrator within one
week after the points in question are listed.
The intramural representative forfeits 5 points toward the annual
team total for each absence from, meeting of the Intramural Board,
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MADE BY
1 BOSTON UNIVERSITY
|| | 1 1 1 1 11 1 1
171 $ 02544 4136

